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Abstract

The interaural level difference (ILD) used for the sound localization using stereo signals is to find the 

difference in energy that the sound source reaches both ears. The conventional ILD does not consider the time 

difference of the stereo signals, which is a factor of lowering the accuracy. In this paper, we propose a 

synchronized ILD that obtains the ILD after synchronizing these time differences. This method uses the cross-

correlation function (CCF) to calculate the time difference to reach both ears and use it to obtain synchronized 

ILD. In order to prove the performance of the proposed method, we conducted two sound localization 

experiments. In each experiment, the synchronized ILD and CCF or only the synchronized ILD were given as 

inputs of the deep neural networks (DNN) [1-2], respectively. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of 

sound localization with mean error and accuracy of sound localization. Experimental results show that the 

proposed method has better performance than the conventional methods.
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1. Introduction

Sound localization is a technique for estimating the position of a sound source and is used for the hearing 

function of a robot, a virtual reality, and an artificial intelligence CCTV. Conventionally, the interaural time 

difference (ITD) and the interaural level difference (ILD) are used to estimate sound localization [3-5]. Since 

the method of obtaining the conventional ILD simply calculates the level difference with respect to the signal 

reaching both ears, an error due to the inaccurate level difference caused by the time difference may occurs as 

shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. An example of error in ILD due to time difference.

If the ILD is obtained in the situation where the sound source is located on the right side of the person as 

shown in Figure 1, the energy of the signal reaching the left ear is larger even though the actual sound source 

is located on the right side. Therefore, the position of the sound source is estimated to the left. To resolve this 

error, we propose a sound localization technique based on synchronized ILD.

2. Synchronized ILD

In order to obtain the synchronized ILD, the time difference can be obtained through the cross-correlation

function (CCF). Let ��(�) and ��(�) be the signals arriving both ears, and let N be the length of the signal. 

Also, let time difference τ� is obtained from Equation (1).

τ� = ������ 
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If the stereo signals are synchronized as the estimated time difference τ�, it becomes as shown in Figure 2. 

Looking at the displayed frame shown in Figure 2, the energy of the signal reaching the right ear is greater 

than that of the left ear. Since the actual position is on the right side, it is necessary to obtain the ILD after 

synchronization processing in order to correctly estimate the position of the sound source. After synchronizing 

the signals in this way, the ILD is obtained through Equation (3) by expressing the difference in energy of both 

ears shown in Equation (2) on a dB scale.
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Figure 2. An example of stereo signals after synchronization.
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3. Experiment and result

In this research work, the sound localization experiments are based on a deep neural networks (DNN) in 

order to evaluate the performance of synchronized ILD as shown in Figure 3. The database used in the 

experiment is the VCTK speech database [6], and the experiment was performed by dividing the sound source 

for training and test. We also used the PKU-IOA-HRTF database as a head-related impulse function [7]. 

Speech signals are sampled at 16 kHz, and the feature vector consists of 33 CCFs and one synchronized ILD 

[8-10]. Two feature vectors corresponding to stereo signals are used as DNN inputs and the output includes 72 

nodes divided the angle of 360 degrees by 5 degrees on horizontal azimuth.

Figure 3. The block diagram of the proposed method.

The performance of the proposed synchronized ILD is compared with the conventional ILD as in Table 1. 

Table 2 shows the result using one ILD and the CCFs as the input of DNN. As in Tables, the proposed method 

is superior to the conventional method.

Table 1. Result of sound localization experiment using ILD.

Method
Accuracy [%] Mean error

[degree]Frame Sentence

Conventional ILD 20.27 63.05 11.08

Synchronized ILD 20.43 64.17 8.35
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Table 2. Result of sound localization experiment using CCFs and ILD.

Method
Accuracy [%] Mean error

[degree]Frame Sentence

Conventional ILD 56.35 97.50 1.29

Synchronized ILD 62.61 98.61 0.35

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the synchronized ILD based sound localization method, which removes the time 

difference that reaches both ears in order to mitigate inaccurate localization of the conventional ILD that simply 

calculates the level difference with respect to the signal reaching both ears. In order to prove that the proposed 

method is superior to the existing method, we experimented by using synchronized ILD and CCF or only 

synchronized ILD as input for DNN-based sound localization. Through these experiments, we confirmed that 

the proposed method outperforms the conventional method. In the future, we will confirm whether the proposed 

method produces the results we expect even in the noisy environments. Therefore, we will experiment with DNN 

based sound localization using speech signals with several kinds of noise. Furthermore, we will find other feature 

vectors that can replace CCF and confirm if the performance improves when used as input to the DNN with 

synchronized ILD.
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